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What influences perceptions of political polarization? The authors examine the polarization of people’s
own political attitudes as a source of perceived polarization: Individuals with more extreme partisan
attitudes perceive greater polarization than individuals with less extreme partisan attitudes. This “polar-
ization projection” was demonstrated in 3 studies in which people estimated the distribution of others’
political attitudes: one study with a nationally representative sample concerning the 2008 presidential
election, and 2 studies concerning university students evaluating a policy regarding scarce resource
allocation. These studies demonstrate that polarization projection occurs simultaneously with and
independently of simple projection, the tendency to assume that others share one’s partisan political
attitudes. Polarization projection may occur partly because people assume that others engage in
similar attitudinal processes as the self, such as extensive thought and emotional arousal. The
projection of various attitudinal processes was demonstrated in a study concerning health care
reform policies. Further supporting this explanation, polarization projection increased when people
introspected about their own attitudinal processes, which increased the accessibility of those
processes. Implications for perceptions of partisanship, social judgment, and civic behavior are
discussed.
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There’s no doubt in my mind that, in history, this is the most polarized
country and the most polarized partisan divide that we have ever seen.

—President Jimmy Carter (Hardball with Chris Matthews,
26 October 2010)

There is not a liberal America and a conservative America—there is the
United States of America.

—President Barack Obama (2004 Keynote Address,
Democratic National Convention)

Many people see Americans as politically polarized. Red states
and blue states. A nation divided. “The most polarized partisan
divide that we have ever seen,” as President Carter (2010) said.

But not everyone sees Americans as politically polarized. For-
mer senator Bill Bradley wrote, “One of the biggest lies perpe-
trated on the public in recent decades is the red/blue division of our
country” (Bradley, 2008, p. 6). And much of President Obama’s
rhetoric emphasizes that Americans are more united than divided.

What influences perceptions of political polarization? Why do
some people perceive sharp partisan divides among Americans
whereas others do not? Understanding the bases of perceived
political polarization is important because perceptions of polariza-
tion can independently influence behavior. Perceptions of political
polarization may become self-fulfilling through conformity pro-
cesses surrounding pluralistic ignorance (Prentice & Miller, 1996;
Shamir & Shamir, 1997), as when moderately progressive indi-
viduals express strong support for left-leaning affirmative action
policies, despite privately held doubts (Van Boven, 2000). Per-
ceived polarization may also pose barriers to conflict resolution, as
when people’s assumption that partisans are in direct opposition
impedes discovery of efficient agreements (Bazerman & Neale,
1992; Thompson, 1990). Perceived polarization generally fosters
the seeming futility of civic engagement and bipartisan coopera-
tion (Rutchick, Smyth, & Konrath, 2009).

We hypothesize that people with more extreme partisan atti-
tudes perceive greater polarization than do people with more
moderate partisan attitudes. That is, we suggest that people project
their own political polarization onto others. This polarization
projection is independent of other complementary processes that
influence perceived political polarization, including social catego-
rization, self-categorization, and naı̈ve realism. We suggest that
polarization projection arises partly because people assume that
others engage in similar attitudinal processes as the self. This
assumption implies that other people, on both sides of partisan
issues, hold similarly extreme attitudes as the self.

As we later elaborate, polarization projection is conceptually
and empirically different from simple projection (Krueger, 1998;
Marks & Miller, 1987). Whereas simple projection is the tendency
for people who hold a particular stance to perceive others as more
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likely to hold that stance, polarization projection is the tendency
for people with more extreme attitudes to perceive greater polar-
ization. Polarization projection is also distinct from the simple,
stereotypic, often false perception that people from different par-
tisan groups—Democrats versus Republicans, Red states versus
Blue states—are sharply polarized (e.g., Fiorina, Abrams, & Pople,
2010; Seyle & Newman, 2006). Polarization projection implies
that individual differences in attitude extremity are associated with
individual differences in perceived polarization.

In testing for polarization projection, we present a novel technique
to measure people’s perceptions of the distribution of others’ attitudes.
These perceived distributions afford measurement of people’s percep-
tion of the polarization (variability) of others’ attitudes, and their
perception of others’ average attitudes, all without directly asking
people to report those distribution properties. Importantly, these per-
ceived distributions allow us to test the simultaneous and independent
occurrence of polarization projection and simple projection, which are
otherwise statistically intertwined.

Perceived Polarization

Previous research has emphasized three forms of categorization
that influence perceived polarization, and how these perceptions
often exaggerate actual polarization (Chambers, Baron, & Inman,
2006; Chambers & Malnyk, 2006; Dawes, Singer, & Lemons,
1972; Judd & Johnson, 1981; Keltner & Robinson, 1993; Sherman,
Nelson, & Ross, 2003; Spears, Eiser, & van der Pligt, 1989; van
der Plight, Ester, & van der Linden, 1983). First, the process of
social categorization accentuates perceptions of differences be-
tween categories (Corneille & Judd, 1999; Tajfel, 1959; Tajfel &
Wilkes, 1963). Just as categorizing various shades of color into,
say, red and blue can sharpen perceived differences between reds
and blues, categorizing Americans into Republicans and Demo-
crats can sharpen perceived differences between those groups
(Seyle & Newman, 2006). For example, merely presenting people
with a map of the 50 United States displayed as red states and blue
states increased perceived polarization (Rutchick et al., 2009).

Second, beyond categorizing Americans into Republicans and
Democrats, most people categorize themselves as Republican or
Democrat, creating political ingroups and outgroups. This self-
categorization engenders judgments that affirm the distinctiveness
of the ingroup relative to the outgroup (Turner, Hogg, Oakes,
Recher, & Wetherell, 1987). One distinctiveness-affirming strat-
egy is to accentuate perceived differences between the ingroup and
outgroup. The more strongly people identify with the ingroup, the
more motivated they are to differentiate between ingroups and out-
groups (Mackie, 1986; Mullen, Dovidio, Johnson, & Copper, 1992;
Turner et al., 1987). Self-categorization thus implies that the strength
of individuals’ partisan identification may be associated with greater
perceived political polarization (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Ellemers,
Spears, & Doosje, 2002; Huber, Van Boven, Park, Teixeira, & Pizzi,
2012; Jetten, Spears, & Postmes, 2004; Sherman, Hogg, & Maitner,
2009; Westfall, Chambers, & Van Boven, 2012).

Finally, people also draw categorical distinctions between the
“self” and “other people.” People see their own attitudes on par-
tisan issues as arising from unbiased, rational reasoning processes,
whereas they see others’ attitudes—particularly those on the “other
side”—as influenced by biased, self-interested, ideological reasoning
(Griffin & Ross, 1991; Pronin, Gilovich, & Ross, 2004; Pronin,

Puccio, & Ross, 2002; Ross & Ward, 1996; Sherman et al., 2003).
According to naı̈ve realism, people assume that they see the world
“objectively, ‘as it is,’ and that others therefore will see it and respond
to it differently only to the extent that their behavior is a reflection of
something other than that reality” (Pronin et al., 2004, p. 781).

Because people frequently encounter others whose attitudes are
different from their own, naı̈ve realism contributes to the belief that
others’ attitudes—particularly the outgroup’s attitudes—are biased.

Opposing partisans may be well aware (in fact, all members of the
body politic may be well aware) that the two groups construe the
world differently. . . . However, these same partisans may attribute
such construal differences to the biasing effects on others (but not, of
course, on themselves) of ideology or self-interest. In other words,
individuals may feel that whereas they themselves have proceeded
from available evidence to reasonable interpretations and beliefs,
those who hold opposing beliefs (and, to a lesser extent, even those
who share their general ideological position) have done just the
opposite. (Robinson, Keltner, Ward, & Ross, 1995, p. 405)

Naı̈ve realism therefore implies that people perceive polarization
because they assume that others are different from, more biased
than themselves. Naı̈ve realism also implies that both partisans and
nonpartisans should perceive political polarization (Robinson et
al., 1995).

These three processes—social categorization, self-
categorization, and naı̈ve realism—imply that perceived political
polarization is grounded in categorical differences. Social catego-
rization highlights differences between categorized political
groups. Self-categorization highlights differences between in-
groups and outgroups. And naı̈ve realism highlights differences
between the self and others. We believe that perceptions of polit-
ical polarization are also grounded in perceived similarities be-
tween the self and others, a complementary yet distinct set of
processes in which people assume that others share their attitude
extremity.

Polarization Projection

Our central hypothesis is that people perceive political polar-
ization insofar as they themselves are politically polarized. People
with more extreme partisan attitudes perceive greater political
polarization than do people with less extreme partisan attitudes,
projecting their own attitude extremity onto others. Polarization
projection implies that individual variability in perceived polariza-
tion is associated with individual variability in the extremity of the
perceivers’ political attitudes.

Polarization projection is distinct both in conceptualization and
measurement from the well-documented simple projection, peo-
ple’s assumption that others share their attitudes (Cronbach, 1955;
Ichheiser, 1946; Marks & Miller, 1987; Ross, Greene, & House,
1977; Sherif & Hovland, 1961). Conceptually, polarization pro-
jection reflects people’s assumption that others share their attitude
extremity, not that others share their particular attitudes. For ex-
ample, in an American presidential election, polarization projec-
tion implies that people who are more extreme in their support of
the Democrat perceive more extreme attitudes on both sides, both
in support of and opposition to the Democratic candidate, than do
people who are less extreme in their support of the Democrat.
Simple projection, in contrast, implies that people who are more
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extreme in their support of the Democrat perceive more support for
the Democrat than do people who only moderately support the
Democrat. Of course, both polarization projection and simple
projection may occur simultaneously.

Attitudinal Process Projection

What might explain polarization projection? Explanations of
simple projection concern the association between one’s own
particular stance (e.g., extreme support for the Democratic candi-
date) and others’ stance (e.g., others’ relatively extreme support for
the Democratic candidate). These explanations therefore do not
readily explain the association between the extremity of one’s own
stance and the extremity of others’ stance (e.g., relatively extreme
opposition to the Democratic candidate).

We suggest that polarization projection occurs partly because
people perceive that others engage in similar attitudinal processes
as themselves. That is, people not only project what they think
(simple projection), they also project how they think. For example,
people who engage in extensive thought about partisan topics,
which has been shown to increase attitude extremity (Downing,
Judd, & Brauer, 1992; Tesser & Leone, 1977), may assume that
others similarly engage in extensive thought. Or people whose
emotions are strongly aroused by partisan topics may assume that
others’ emotions are similarly aroused (Van Boven & Loewen-
stein, 2005a; Van Boven, Loewenstein, & Dunning, 2005). The
assumed similarity in attitudinal processes—extensive thought and
emotional arousal—might cause people with more extreme atti-
tudes to perceive that others on both sides of the issue have
similarly extreme attitudes.

The possibility that people project attitudinal processes onto
others is consistent with at least four areas of previous research.
First, research on “cross situational projection” implies that people
predict others’ reactions to emotional situations on the basis of
their understanding of how emotional processes operate, rather
than simply projecting their own current emotional state onto
others (Van Boven, Dunning, & Loewenstein, 2000; Van Boven &
Loewenstein, 2003, 2005a, 2005b; Van Boven et al., 2005). Sec-
ond, person perception research implies that people sometimes
understand others on the basis of mental models of how others’
minds work, allowing people to make inferences about others from
different backgrounds and in different types of situations from
themselves (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Hebb, 1946; Heider, 1958).
Third, research on self-perception and introspection imply that
people rely on intuitive theories about how minds work to estimate
and explain their own and others’ attitudes and behaviors (Bem,
1972; Goldman, 1992; Gopnik, 1993; Gopnik & Wellman, 1994;
Karniol, 2003; Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Stich & Nichols, 1992).
Finally, research on negotiation and intergroup conflict indicates
that people often project their own prioritization of issues, which
might be characterized as an attitudinal process, onto the other side
(Chambers et al., 2006; Chambers & Malnyk, 2006; Thompson,
1990, 1995; Thompson & Hastie, 1990). These four areas of
research imply that people perceive that others’ attitudinal pro-
cesses are similar to their own.

The possibility that polarization projection may be partly ex-
plained by process projection is a substantial theoretical extension
beyond simple social projection. People have been shown to proj-
ect everything from cheating behavior (Katz & Allport, 1931),

simple behavioral choices (Ross et al., 1977), preferences for
music and colors (Gilovich, 1990), competitive versus cooperative
behavior (Kelley & Stahelski, 1970), voting behavior (Acevedo &
Krueger, 2004), and, of course, political attitudes (Brody & Page,
1972; Conover & Feldman, 1982; Krosnick, 1988; Page & Brody,
1972). The possibility of attitudinal process projection implies that
it is often unclear whether simple projection reflects the projection
of particular attitudes and behavior (e.g., the projection of one’s
voting intentions; Acevedo & Krueger, 2004; Quattrone & Tver-
sky, 1984) or the projection of underlying processes (e.g., consid-
ering civic participation to be highly important, which increases
voting intentions).

Disentangling Polarization Projection and Simple
Projection

In partisan contexts (e.g., American politics), it is common
knowledge that populations are divided between partisan stances
(e.g., between support for and opposition to Democratic candidates
or policies). In these contexts, polarization projection and simple
projection can be both confounded and mutually suppressive. For
perceptions of those on the same side as the self, both polarization
projection and simple projection imply a positive association be-
tween attitudes in the self and others. Both polarization projection
and simple projection would imply that those with extreme support
for the Democratic candidate see those on the same side as simi-
larly extreme in their support for the Democrat. For perceptions of
those on the opposite side, in contrast, polarization projection
implies a negative association between the attitudes of the self and
others, whereas simple projection implies a positive association
between the attitudes of the self and others. Polarization projection
implies that those with extreme support for the Democrat would
see those who oppose the Democrat as more extreme in their
opposition, a negative association; simple projection implies that
those with extreme support for the Democrat would see those who
oppose the Democrat as less, not more, extreme in their opposition,
a positive association.

Polarization projection and simple projection are conceptually
confounded when estimating others on the same side as the self,
and mutually suppressive when estimating others on the opposite
side as the self. The mutually suppressive effects of polarization
projection and simple projection might help explain the attenuation
of simple projection when people estimate the attitudes of an
outgroup (Ames, 2004a, 2004b; Clement & Krueger, 2002;
Krueger & Zeiger, 1993). Simple projection and polarization pro-
jection may cancel each other out.

The entangled effects of polarization projection and simple
projection highlight the necessity of statistical disentanglement.
This can be accomplished by recognizing the distinct predictions
implied by the different forms of projection. Polarization projec-
tion implies an association between one’s attitude extremity and
perceived polarization in the distribution of others’ attitudes. Sim-
ple projection implies an association between one’s own attitude
and the perceived mean of the distribution of others’ attitudes.

Figure 1 displays a conceptual model illustrating these predic-
tions. Portrayed in the figure are the potential relationships be-
tween people’s attitude extremity (Self Extremity), their perceived
polarization of others’ attitudes (Others’ Polarization), people’s
own attitude (Self Attitude), and their perceived mean of others’
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attitudes (Others’ Mean Attitude). Polarization projection is the
association between Self Extremity and Others’ Polarization (the
bottom association), independent of Self Extremity. Simple pro-
jection is the association between Self Attitude and Others’ Mean
Attitude (the top association), independent of Self Extremity. We
test this model in the present studies using simultaneous regression
models.

Measuring Perceptions of Distributions

Because prior research on perceived polarization has focused on
categorical group-based distinctions, it has measured perceptions
of typical or mean group attitudes. Respondents might be asked,
“How much does the typical Democrat [Republican] support
Barack Obama?” Such measures are methodologically simple, and
are sufficient if the goal is to document perceived polarization in
the average attitudes of partisan groups. As just discussed, how-
ever, examination of the simultaneous and independent occurrence
of polarization projection and simple projection requires simulta-
neous assessment of both the mean and the variability of the
perceived distribution of others’ attitudes. More generally, per-
ceived distributions afford more precise measurement and exam-
ination of broader psychological phenomena that often cannot be
examined, and might even be obscured, by simple measures of
central tendency (Nisbett & Kunda, 1985; Quattrone & Jones,
1980).

We have developed a novel means of measuring people’s per-
ceptions of attitude distributions. We begin with a simple proce-
dure, described later, that trains people how to estimate distribu-
tions (histograms) of attitudes along a 5-point continuum.
Respondents from broadly representative samples can reliably use
this procedure (Judd, Van Boven, Huber, & Nunes, 2012). This
procedure permits a relatively unobtrusive and simultaneous mea-
surement of central tendency and polarization. People are not
directly asked to estimate groups’ typical response or how “polar-

ized” groups are. Rather, people’s perceptions of central tendency
and polarization are computed from their estimation of others’
attitude distributions.

Overview of the Present Studies

We examined in four studies the simultaneous and independent
occurrence of polarization projection and simple projection in the
context of partisan topics. We also examined attitudinal process
projection as an explanation for polarization projection. First, with
data from a nationally representative sample collected just before
the 2008 Presidential election (Study 1), we examined whether
those with more extreme attitudes toward Barack Obama and John
McCain perceived greater polarization among the American elec-
torate than did those with less extreme attitudes, and whether
people simultaneously engaged in simple projection of their atti-
tudes onto the American electorate. Second, we tested whether
people exhibit attitudinal process projection when estimating the
processes underlying their own and other Americans’ attitudes
(Study 2). Third, we developed a laboratory paradigm that captures
essential features of political partisanship to conceptually replicate
the simultaneous occurrence of polarization projection and simple
projection (Studies 3 and 4). Finally, we more directly examined
our explanation of polarization projection by testing whether in-
trospection, which increases the accessibility of perceptions of
one’s own attitudinal processes, increases both polarization pro-
jection and simple projection (Study 4).

Study 1: The 2008 Presidential Election

Study 1 was a survey of nationally representative respondents in
the context of the 2008 presidential election. We tested whether the
extremity of people’s support for candidates Barack Obama versus
John McCain would be associated with perceived polarization of
Americans’ support for the candidates (polarization projection).
We also tested whether, simultaneously and independently, peo-
ple’s support for the candidates would be associated with per-
ceived mean of American support for the two candidates (simple
projection).

We examined whether polarization projection and simple pro-
jection occurred independently of people’s strength of partisan
identification. And we tested whether partisan identification was
independently associated with perceived polarization, consistent
with other research (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Ellemers et al., 2002;
Huber et al., 2012; Jetten et al., 2004; Sherman et al., 2009;
Westfall et al., 2012).

Finally, we examined the potential behavioral consequences of
perceived political polarization. We tested whether perceived po-
larization of Americans’ support for the candidates was predictive
of voting intentions. People whose own attitudes are more extreme
not surprisingly express stronger voting intentions than those
whose attitudes are less extreme (e.g., Lavine, 2001; Skitka &
Bauman, 2008). We know of no demonstrations, however, that
perceived polarization is associated with voting intentions, inde-
pendent of one’s own attitude extremity. We reasoned that election
outcomes may seem “closer” and more uncertain in populations
seen as polarized and that such perceptions may increase people’s
sense that their vote “counts.” In elections that seem close, people
may vote to adhere to prevailing social norms, or as an attempt to

Figure 1. Conceptual model of the simultaneous relationships between
people’s own attitude (Self Attitude), their perception of the average of
others’ attitudes (Others’ Mean Attitude), their own attitude extremity (Self
Extremity), and their perception of the polarization of others’ attitudes
(Others’ Polarization). Polarization projection is the association between
Self Extremity and Others’ Polarization, controlling for Self Attitude.
Simple projection is the association between Self Attitude and Others’
Mean Attitude, controlling for Self Extremity.
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sway others’ votes (Acevedo & Krueger, 2004; Quattrone &
Tversky, 1984).

Method

In conjunction with the 2008 National Election Study, data were
collected from a nationally representative sample of 1,000 Amer-
icans. Voting age respondents were given Internet access in ex-
change for their willingness to periodically complete online sur-
veys. Data were collected in late September and early October
2008, during the presidential election contest between Democrat
Barack Obama and Republican John McCain.

Participants’ were asked a series of questions about their own
attitudes toward the two presidential candidates and their percep-
tion of the distribution of Americans’ attitudes. Specifically, par-
ticipants were asked, “To what extent do you favor or oppose
Barack Obama [John McCain] becoming President of the United
States?” They were also asked to indicate the relative frequency of
Americans (Few Americans, Many Americans) whom they esti-
mated “favored or opposed Barack Obama [John McCain] becom-
ing President of the United States.” After training (described
below), responses to these questions were given on a nonnumeric
5-point scale, with numbers later assigned for data analyses (1 !
strongly favor, 2 ! somewhat favor, 3 ! neither favor nor oppose,
4 ! somewhat oppose, 5 ! strongly oppose). A screen capture of
this question is displayed in Figure 2.

Participants were randomly assigned first to complete the atti-
tude distribution questions for either Obama or McCain and were
trained how to use the histogram estimation measure for that
candidate.1 The training sequence involved asking the questions
about one’s own and others’ support for a particular candidate,
with increasing numbers of response options. Participants were
initially asked very simple questions about both their own stance
and their estimates of the relative frequency (Few Americans,
Many Americans) of Americans’ stance with only two response
options (favor, oppose). They were then asked to respond again to
both questions, reporting their own stance and estimating the
relative frequency of Americans’ stance, but with the addition of a
third response option (neither favor nor oppose). Finally, partici-

pants responded to both questions, but this time with five options
(see Figure 2). In estimating the distribution of Americans’ atti-
tudes, participants could raise and lower the histogram bars inde-
pendently. Participants were not given any numerical information
about the relative height of each bar. Pilot testing confirmed the
reliability of this training procedure and measure of perceived
attitude distributions (Judd et al., 2012).

Two variables were computed for each participant on the basis
of that person’s estimated distribution. First, the mean perceived
attitude of Americans toward each candidate was calculated. Each
response option was weighted (using the scale values described
earlier, where 1 ! strongly favor, 5 ! strongly oppose) by the
relative height of the histogram bar associated with that option.
Perceived mean values could range between 1 and 5. Lower
numbers reflected participants’ perception that Americans sup-
ported the candidate more.

Second, the perceived polarization of Americans’ support and
opposition to each candidate was calculated. The standard devia-
tion of each distribution was computed around the neutral scale
midpoint (3 ! neither favor nor oppose). Perceived polarization
values could range between 0 and 2. Higher numbers indicate
greater perceived polarization.

To illustrate the calculation of these measures, suppose that the
relative heights of the bars in Figure 2 was .30, .25, .10, .15, and
.20. The perceived mean would be 2.70, reflecting slight support
for Obama: ([1 " .30] # [2 " .25] # [3 " .10] # [4 " .15] #
[5 " .20]). The perceived polarization would be 1.55: the square
root of ([–22 " .30] # [–12 " .25] # [02 " .10] # [12 " .15] #
[22 " .20]). The histogram in Figure 2 thus illustrates a distribu-
tion we hypothesize would be generated by an individual whose
support for Obama was relatively extreme: Americans are seen
both as polarized (polarization projection) and favoring Obama
(simple projection).

To measure participants’ strength of political identification,
participants were first asked whether they considered themselves a
Democrat, a Republican, or an Independent. If participants indi-
cated they were a Democrat or Republican, they were asked
whether they “somewhat strongly” or “very strongly” identified
with the party. If participants selected Independent, they were
asked whether they “leaned towards” being a Democrat, Republi-
can, or neither. From these responses, two measures were calcu-
lated: the direction of partisan identification (Democrat, Indepen-
dent, or Republican); and strength of partisan identification (0 !
neither; 1 ! leaned toward the party; 2 ! somewhat strongly
identified; 3 ! very strongly identified).

To measure voting intentions, participants were asked (yes or
no) whether they intended to vote. Other questions not directly
relevant to the present investigation were also asked.

Results

Of the 1,000 respondents, 848 provided complete data on the
measures used in this analysis. The remaining 152 respondents
either did not report their own attitudes toward the two candidates,

1 There were no differences as a function of order or training target.

Figure 2. Screen capture taken from a procedure used to measure peo-
ple’s perception of the distribution of political attitudes. Participants could
raise and lower the bars independently of each other. The graph displays a
perceived distribution with overall support for Obama, but also with
relatively high polarization around the scale midpoint.
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did not move the perceived histogram bars, or failed to indicate
whether they intended to vote in the upcoming election.

Zero-order polarization projection and simple projection.
The variables of central interest, for each candidate, were the
respondent’s own attitude, the respondent’s own attitude extremity
(absolute deviation from the scale midpoint of 3, range ! 0–2), the
respondent’s perceived mean of Americans’ attitude toward each
candidate, and the respondent’s perceived polarization of Ameri-
cans’ attitude toward each candidate. The means, standard devia-
tions, and correlations for these eight variables are displayed in
Table 1. These correlations provide preliminary support for both
polarization projection and simple projection.

Regarding polarization projection, the correlation, averaged
across the two candidates, between participants’ own attitude
extremity and their perceptions of polarization among Americans’
attitudes toward that candidate is .26, p $ .0001. Participants who
were relatively extreme in their support for a particular candidate
estimated that Americans were more polarized toward that candi-
date than did participants who were less extreme. Regarding sim-
ple projection, the correlation, averaged across the two candidates,
between participants’ own attitude and their perception of Amer-
icans’ attitudes is .45, p $ .0001. Participants who supported
(opposed) a particular candidate saw Americans as more support-
ive of (opposed to) that candidate.

There is suggestive evidence of simple projection and polariza-
tion projection across candidates. For polarization projection, the
more extreme participants’ attitudes were toward Obama, the more
polarized they estimated Americans’ attitudes toward McCain to
be (r ! .16, p $ .0001); and the more extreme participants’
attitudes were toward McCain, the more polarized they estimated
Americans’ attitudes toward Obama to be (r ! .20, p $ .0001).
For simple projection, the more participants opposed Obama, the
more they estimated that Americans supported McCain (r ! –.39,
p $ .0001); and the more participants opposed McCain, the more
they estimated that Americans supported Obama (r ! –.44, p $
.0001). The cross-candidate correlations imply that simple projec-
tion and polarization projection occur somewhat at the level of a
broader pattern of preferences between the two candidates rather
than being specific to a particular candidate.

Simultaneous polarization projection and simple projection.
To examine the independent occurrence of polarization projection
and simple projection, we created four variables: (a) Self Attitude
(participants’ opposition to Obama minus their opposition to
McCain, varying from –4, indicating strong support for Obama
and strong opposition to McCain, to # 4, indicating strong oppo-
sition to Obama and strong support for McCain; M ! –0.38, SD !
3.10); (b) Self Extremity (the absolute value of Self Attitude,
varying from 0, indicating no candidate preference, to # 4, indi-
cating strong support for one candidate and strong opposition to
the other candidate; M ! 2.79, SD ! 1.39); (c) Americans’ Mean
Attitude (participants’ mean of Americans’ opposition to Obama
minus participants’ mean of Americans’ opposition to McCain,
varying from –4, indicating strong preference for Obama and
strong opposition to McCain, to # 4, indicating strong opposition
to Obama and strong support for McCain; M ! –0.22, SD ! 0.68);
and (d) American Polarization (average perceptions of Americans’
polarization toward McCain and Obama, varying from 0, indicat-
ing perception that every American was at the midpoint, to 2,

indicating every American was at one of the most extreme posi-
tions; M ! 1.47, SD ! 0.12).

We conducted two simultaneous regressions, predicting both
Americans’ Mean Attitude and Americans’ Polarization simulta-
neously from Self Attitude and from Self Extremity. The resulting
standardized partial regression coefficients are presented in Figure
3.2 This analysis yielded significant effects for both polarization
projection and simple projection.

For polarization projection, the more that respondents were
extreme in their preference for one candidate over the other (Self
Extremity), the more polarized they perceived Americans to be in
their support or opposition to both candidates (Americans’ Polar-
ization; % ! .22), t(845) ! 6.53, p $ .0001, controlling for Self
Attitude. For simple projection, the more that respondents sup-
ported Obama and opposed McCain (Self Attitude), the more they
perceived Americans as supporting Obama and opposing McCain
(Americans’ Mean Attitude; % ! .54), t(845) ! 18.58, p $ .0001,
controlling for Self Extremity.

Partisan identification. We next examined whether polar-
ization projection and simple projection were independent of
strength of partisan identification, and whether partisan identi-
fication was independently associated with perceived polariza-
tion. We estimated the simultaneous regression models just
described with three additional predictors: strength of partisan
identification, defined earlier, and two contrast codes for party
preference (one for Independent vs. party affiliate, and one for
Republican vs. Democrat).

For perceptions of Americans’ polarization, Self Extremity re-
mained significant (% ! .18), t(802) ! 4.93, p $ .001, reflecting
polarization projection. Strength of identification was also signif-
icant (% ! .27), t(802) ! 3.68, p $ .001, indicating that more
strongly identified participants perceived greater polarization. For
perceptions of Americans’ mean, Self Attitude remained signifi-
cant (% ! .55), t(802) ! 13.70, p $ .001, reflecting simple
projection; strength of identification did not predict perception of
Americans’ mean, t(802) $ 1. We also tested whether there were
interactions between strength of identification and either Self
Extremity or Self Attitude, neither of which was significant (ts $
1). Both polarization projection and simple projection were thus
independent of and did not interact with strength of party identi-
fication.

Voting intentions. We conducted a logistic regression to
examine whether perceived polarization predicted voting inten-
tions. Of the 848 respondents on whom we had complete data,
most intended to vote in the presidential election (87%). We
estimated the log-odds of voting intention from Self Attitude, Self
Extremity, Americans’ Mean Attitude, and Americans’ Polariza-
tion. Self Attitude was marginally significant, Wald &2(1) ! 2.74,
p ! .098, reflecting a tendency toward Obama supporters to report
higher voting intentions. Unsurprisingly, Self Extremity was also
significant, reflecting that the more extreme respondents were in

2 In a supplemental analysis, we included as predictors participant gender,
ethnicity (coded as three contrast codes differentiating Whites, Latinos, Blacks,
and Asians/others), and income (coded on a scale from 1, indicating $25,000
or less, to 9, indicating $150,000 or more). None of these demographic
predictors were significant (all ts $ 1), and the polarization projection and
simple projection effects remained essentially unchanged.
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their support for one candidate, the stronger their intentions to vote
in the upcoming election, Wald &2(1) ! 44.01, p $ .0001. Most
important, Americans’ Polarization was significant. The more po-
larized respondents perceived Americans to be, the more inclined
they were to vote, Wald &2(1) ! 4.05, p ! .044.3 Participants thus
had stronger voting intentions to the degree that they perceived
Americans as polarized in their support for the two candidates.
This effect of Self Extremity highlights the importance of per-
ceived polarization for political action.

Discussion

These results demonstrate—for the first time, and with a nation-
ally representative sample—the simultaneous occurrence of polar-
ization projection and simple projection. In the partisan context of
a presidential election, people who were more extreme in their own
support for one presidential candidate over the other perceived

Americans as more polarized compared with people who were
more moderate in their support for the candidates. People also
exhibited simple projection, estimating that other Americans
tended to share their attitude.

Polarization projection and simple projection were also inde-
pendent of people’s partisan identification. To be sure, people who
more strongly identified as a Democrat or Republican perceived
more polarization than did people who identified less strongly
(Huber et al., 2012; Sherman et al., 2009; Westfall et al., 2012).
But the effects of polarization projection and simple projection
were independent of political identification. Finally, these results
demonstrate that perceived polarization was a significant indepen-
dent predictor of voting intentions, beyond the extremity of peo-
ple’s own attitudes toward the candidates. This finding highlights
that voting behavior is determined not only by characteristics of
one’s own attitude (i.e., extremity) but also by the perception of
others’ attitudes.

Study 2: Attitudinal Process Projection

Having demonstrated polarization projection and simple projec-
tion in an important political context outside the laboratory, we
next turned our attention to understanding better the processes that
might explain polarization projection. It seemed important, ini-
tially, to examine a critical assumption of our analysis: namely,
that people project their perceptions of the processes underlying
their own attitudes on partisan topics. The projection of processes
such as engaging in extensive thought, self-interest, and emotion
may contribute to polarization projection. If people think others
engage in the same attitudinal processes contributing to their own

3 The effect of Americans’ Polarization remained significant in a sub-
sequent analysis including respondents’ strength of partisan identification,
Wald &2(1) ! 4.23, p ! .040. The effect of Self Extremity also remained
significant, Wald &2(1) ! 24.11, p $ .0001. Strength of partisan identifi-
cation was also significant, Wald &2(1) ! 9.43, p ! .002.

Figure 3. Standardized partial regression coefficients from simultaneous
regressions estimating respondents’ perception of Americans’ Mean Atti-
tude (support for Obama minus McCain) and estimating Americans’ Atti-
tude Polarization from respondents’ Self Attitude (support for Obama
minus McCain) and Self Extremity (extremity of support for Obama minus
McCain). For presentational ease, the association between Self Attitude
and Self Extremity are not presented.

Table 1
Zero-Order Correlations Among Variables in Study 1 (N ! 848)

Variable A B C D E F G H

A Own Obama Attitude —
B Own Obama Extremity '.057 —
C American Obama Mean .450 '.057 —
D American Obama Extremity '.061 .247 '.124 —
E Own McCain Attitude '.826 .111 '.437 .055 —
F Own McCain Extremity '.007 .601 '.029 .196 .106 —
G American McCain Mean '.394 .079 '.404 .086 .456 .075 —
H American McCain Extremity '.064 .162 '.080 .578 .084 .268 '.080 —

Variable M SD Variable definition

Own Obama Attitude 2.77 1.65 Own attitude toward Obama (higher numbers indicate greater opposition)
Own Obama Extremity 1.52 0.68 Own attitude extremity toward Obama (relative to scale midpoint, range ! 0–2)
American Obama Mean 2.81 0.39 Perceived mean of American attitudes toward Obama (higher numbers indicate greater opposition)
American Obama Extremity 1.48 0.14 Perceived polarization of American attitudes toward Obama (standard deviation around scale midpoint)
Own McCain Attitude 3.15 1.59 Own attitude toward McCain (higher numbers indicate greater opposition)
Own McCain Extremity 1.44 0.70 Own attitude extremity toward McCain (relative to scale midpoint, range ! 0–2)
American McCain Mean 3.04 0.43 Perceived mean of American attitudes toward McCain (higher numbers indicate greater opposition)
American McCain Extremity 1.46 0.14 Perceived polarization of American attitudes toward McCain (standard deviation around scale midpoint)
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relatively extreme attitudes, then others should similarly hold
extreme attitudes.

It is worth noting two considerations about this explanation of
polarization projection. First, it does not require that people accu-
rately perceive attitudinal processes. Even if people had limited
introspective awareness of the processes underlying their own
attitudes (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), their perception of such causal
relationships and the projection of those perceived processes onto
others could contribute to polarization projection.

Second, attitudinal process projection implies a correlation be-
tween perceived attitudinal processes in the self and others that is
independent of people’s tendency to perceive their own processes
as more rational, less biased than others’ processes (Pronin et al.,
2004; Pronin, Lin, & Ross, 2002; Ross & Ward, 1996; Van Boven,
White, Kamada, & Gilovich, 2003). As previously discussed,
polarization projection and attitudinal processes projection explain
individual variability in perceived polarization and attitude pro-
cesses. Naı̈ve realism, in contrast, implies mean differences in
perceptions of biased processing as a basis for false perceptions of
polarization. Of course, process projection and naı̈ve realism are
complementary and may occur simultaneously. People may, for
example, perceive that extensive thought influences their own
attitudes more than others’ attitudes, even as those who see them-
selves as engaged in more extensive thought also see others as
engaged in relatively more extensive thought.

We tested for attitudinal processes projection by asking people
to contemplate their attitude toward a salient political issue, Pres-
ident Obama’s efforts in 2009 to reform health care, and to report
how much several attitudinal processes shaped their attitude. We
also asked people to estimate how much those processes influ-
enced other Americans’ attitudes toward the same issue. We pre-
dicted that people’s perceptions of their own attitudinal processes
would be positively correlated with their perceptions of others’
processes, even as they might perceive their own attitudinal pro-
cesses as more rational, less biased than others’ attitudinal pro-
cesses.

Method

One hundred twenty-nine respondents (69 women, 31 men,
29 unreported) completed an online survey in exchange for
entry into a $100 lottery.4 Respondents were recruited from
online classified advertisements in the metropolitan areas of
Atlanta, Denver, Los Angeles, and New York. The study was
conducted between July and October 2009.

Participants were first asked to spend a few moments thinking
about their own attitudes toward President Barack Obama’s efforts
to reform health care, a controversial issue salient at the time of the
study. Participants were then asked to report how much (1 ! not
at all, 7 ! a great deal) five different attitudinal processes caused
them to hold their particular stance: discussions with like-minded
people, learning new information, repeatedly expressing their
opinions to other people, extensive thought, and their upbringing
and values. After rating how much the five processes influenced
their own attitudes toward health care reform, participants were
asked to rate how much the same five processes influenced other
Americans’ attitudes toward Obama’s health care reform efforts.

Results and Discussion

We examined the relationship between participants’ ratings of
how much they engaged in different attitudinal processes and their
estimates of how much Americans engaged in those processes,
using both between-persons and within-person analyses. Partici-
pants’ ratings of how much they engaged in each of the five
processes were positively correlated with their estimates of how
much Americans engaged in those processes. For example, partic-
ipants who thought that learning new information contributed
more to their attitudes also thought that learning new information
contributed to the political attitudes of other Americans, r ! .35,
p $ .05 (see the final column of Table 2).

We also calculated, for each respondent, the correlation between
ratings of how much they themselves engaged in the four pro-
cesses and how much they estimated Americans engaged in the
four processes. A correlation was computed for each participant,
and these within-person correlations were treated as data in a
one-sample t test against 0. The average of these within-person
correlations was significantly positive (average r ! .18), t(114) !
3.43, p ! .001.5 People thus projected onto others their percep-
tions of processes underlying their own attitudes.

These results also reveal several mean differences between
people’s perceptions of their own and other Americans’ attitudinal
processes (see Table 2). Participants perceived their own attitudes,
compared with others’ attitudes, as more influenced by learning
new information, paired t(128) ! 2.27, p ! .025, and extensive
thought, paired t(128) ! 3.68, p $ .001. People perceived their
own attitudes as less influenced by discussions with like-minded
others, paired t(128) ! 6.83, p $ .001; repeated attitude expres-
sion, paired t(128) ! 4.71, p $ .001; and (nonsignificantly)
upbringing and values, paired t(128) ! 1.49, ns. These perceived
differences are consistent with research indicating that people
perceive their own attitudinal processes as more favorable than
others’ processes (Pronin et al., 2004; Pronin, Lin, & Ross, 2002;
Van Boven et al., 2003).

Together, then, these findings indicate that people project onto
others perceptions of the processes underlying their own attitudes
toward a partisan topic. This process projection occurred even as
people perceive others as engaging in less rational, more biased
processing than themselves. Attitudinal process projection may
contribute to political polarization projection. Because people are
obviously aware that Americans are divided in their attitudes
toward partisan topics, the perception that others engage in similar
processes as the self implies that others’ attitudes—on both sides
of the issue—are seen as similarly extreme or moderate as one’s
own attitudes.

Study 3: Laboratory-Induced Polarization Projection

We next sought to conceptually replicate polarization projection
in a more tightly controlled laboratory setting with a novel issue
and with naturally occurring partisan groups. Demonstrating po-

4 There were no significant sex differences on any of the measures.
5 The analyses excluded 14 participants for whom there was zero vari-

ance either in perceptions of their own attitudinal processes or in percep-
tions of others’ attitudinal processes, which precluded calculation of the
relevant within-person correlation. Resulting N ! 115.
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larization projection regarding a novel partisan issue would avoid
potential confounds associated with preexisting partisan issues
such as a presidential election (Study 1) and health care reform
(Study 2). Preexisting partisan topics have a history of partisan
conflict and extensive media coverage that might inflate percep-
tions of political polarization. This history might account for
polarization projection if people with more extreme attitudes are
exposed to more extensive partisan media coverage.

The use of a novel (fictional) partisan issue would also avoid the
possibility, unavoidable in “real world” partisan issues outside the
lab, that people believe their own exposure to information regard-
ing the issue is different from others. Outside the lab, with genuine
partisan issues, people may believe that they have been exposed to
more objective information sources than others, that they are
therefore better informed than others about the relevant facts, and
that these informational differences may influence perceptions of
polarization (Griffin & Ross, 1991; Ross & Ward, 1995). We are
skeptical, as discussed earlier, that such considerations explain the
association between individual differences in attitude extremity
and perceived polarization. Nevertheless, examining the phenom-
enon for a novel issue would minimize any lingering questions
about the role of perceived information exposure.

We created a fictional political issue that entailed essential
features of political partisan conflict: well-defined groups with
somewhat polarized attitudes toward a policy concerning the allo-
cation of scarce resources between groups. Undergraduate students
at a large public university were told about a potential policy being
considered by university administrators to offer nonresident, “out
of state” students, who pay substantially higher tuition than “in-
state” students, privileged benefits such as priority access to de-
sirable dorms, priority class registration, and free printing. We
reasoned that resident and nonresident students would naturally
develop partisan attitudes toward this policy, which allocates
scarce resources to one group (nonresident students) at the expense

of another group (resident students). More important for the pres-
ent investigation, we predicted that those who themselves formed
extreme attitudes, either in support of or in opposition to the
policy, would estimate greater polarization among other university
students, resulting in polarization projection. We also examined
whether, as in Study 2, people would project the processes they
perceived underlying their own attitudes onto other students.

Method

Twenty-eight undergraduate students (9 women) at the Univer-
sity of Colorado Boulder (CU-Boulder) participated in exchange
for course credit. Participants were told that they would learn about
a policy under consideration by the CU-Boulder administration
and would answer some questions about their own and other
students’ opinions about the policy.

A fictional policy was created that would capture the essential
features of partisan politics. Participants were reminded that ap-
proximately one third of students at CU-Boulder were enrolled as
nonresident “out of state” students who pay substantially higher
tuition than resident “in state” students. “Among students in Arts
& Sciences, for example, Nonresidents pay approximately $27,000
in tuition for both semesters whereas Residents enrolled full-time
pay a total of $7,300 tuition for both semesters—a difference of
about $20,000.” By stating the relative frequency of nonresident
(one third) and resident (two thirds) students, the possibility that
participants’ perceptions of the attitude distribution would be
influenced by assumptions about the relative frequency of nonres-
ident and resident students was minimized.

Participants further learned that because nonresident students
pay more tuition than do resident students, “it is obviously in
CU-Boulder’s interests to attract and retain nonresident students.”
Participants were told that CU-Boulder was therefore considering
a Nonresident Attraction and Retention Program (NARP). The
NARP policy would provide desirable benefits to nonresident
students who pay higher tuition, some of which would entail a cost
to resident students. The benefits included priority access to reg-
ister for required courses in high demand, waiver of printing fee on
campus computers, and priority selection of dorms. “The purpose
of these enticements would be to attract and retain nonresident
students who pay higher tuition than resident students. These
policies would be implemented immediately and indefinitely.”

Participants were first asked to provide open-ended descriptions
of their opinions about NARP. What did they like or dislike about
the policy? Did it violate their sense of fairness? Participants
reported their own attitude toward NARP on a 5-point scale (1 !
strongly favor, 2 ! somewhat favor, 3 ! neither favor nor oppose,
4 ! somewhat oppose, 5 ! strongly oppose). Participants then
estimated the distribution of attitudes among CU-Boulder students
using the histogram measure from Study 1, estimating the relative
frequency of CU-Boulder students (very few, very many) at each of
the five response options participants had used to report their own
attitude. Earlier in the study, before learning about NARP, partic-
ipants had been trained to use the histogram task, as in Study 1,
regarding their own and other CU-Boulder students’ attitudes
toward President Barack Obama.

Participants’ strength of identification was also measured. Par-
ticipants reported how much (1 ! not very strongly, 7 ! extremely
strongly) they identified with being a resident student at CU-

Table 2
Participants’ Ratings of How Much Five Different Attitudinal
Processes Influenced Their Own Attitudes Toward President
Obama’s Efforts to Reform Health Care, Their Ratings of How
Much Those Five Processes Influenced Other Americans’
Attitudes Toward President Obama’s Efforts to Reform Health
Care, and the Correlations Between Those Two Ratings

Attitudinal process

Target

r

Self
Other

Americans

M SD M SD

Learning new information 4.95a 1.53 4.60b 1.53 .35!

Extensive thought 5.02a 1.46 4.36b 1.64 .16
Discussions with like-

minded others 4.08a 1.69 5.12b 1.54 .42!

Repeated expression of
opinion 3.98a 1.80 4.78b 1.48 .32!

Values and upbringing 5.16 1.71 5.40 1.45 .34!

Note. Means with different subscripts within a row are significantly
different, p $ .05.
! p $ .05.
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Boulder, and, separately, how much they identified with being a
nonresident student at CU-Boulder.

Participants also reported how much (1 ! not at all, 7 ! a great
deal) four different processes influenced their attitudes, and they
estimated how much the four processes influenced other CU-
Boulder students’ attitudes toward NARP: emotional reactions,
extensive thought, self-interest, and a sense of fairness. Finally,
after providing demographic information and answering several
questions unrelated to the present analyses, participants were
thanked and thoroughly debriefed, particularly regarding the fic-
tional nature of NARP.

Results

Manipulation check. As intended, resident students’ atti-
tudes toward NARP were less favorable (n ! 20, M ! 3.90, SD !
1.17) than were nonresident students’ attitudes (n ! 8, M ! 2.00,
SD ! 1.31), t(26) ! 3.77, p $ .001. One resident student wrote,
“This proposal is bullshit! If anything Residents should get special
treatment for staying close to home and supporting a semilocal
school. Instead CU should encourage Nonresidents to attend CU
based upon its academics, sports, beautiful campus, and so on.”
One nonresident student, by contrast, wrote, “I like this proposal a
lot. This is because I am biased because I am out of state and I
want the sweet hookups.” Resident and nonresident students did
not significantly differ in their attitude extremity, measured as the
absolute difference from the scale midpoint of 3 (range ! 0–2; M
resident ! 1.30; M nonresident ! 1.50; t $ 1). Participants thus
had partisan attitudes toward NARP as a function of their resi-
dency status.

Polarization projection and simple projection. From their
distribution estimates, we computed, as in Study 1, participants’
perception of polarization around the scale midpoint of other
CU-Boulder students’ attitudes toward NARP (Other Students’
Polarization), and participants’ perceived mean of other CU-
Boulder students’ attitudes toward NARP (Other Students’ Mean
Attitude). We then conducted two simultaneous regressions, esti-
mating both Other Students’ Polarization and Other Students’
Mean Attitude from participants’ own attitude (Self Attitude) and
their own attitude extremity (Self Extremity), controlling for res-
idency status (–1 ! nonresident, #1 ! resident).

Participants exhibited the predicted polarization projection and
simple projection (see Figure 4). For polarization projection, Self
Extremity predicted Other Students’ Polarization (% ! .46),
t(24) ! 2.48, p ! .021, controlling for Self Attitude and residency
status.6 For simple projection, Self Attitude predicted Other Stu-
dents’ Mean Attitude, although the effect was not significant (% !
.36), t(24) ! 1.59, p ! .12, controlling for their Self Extremity and
residency status. We thus replicated polarization projection in a
controlled laboratory setting with a novel partisan policy and
naturally occurring partisan groups.

Partisan identification. Polarization projection was indepen-
dent of partisan identification. We calculated the absolute value of
the difference between participants’ identification as a resident
minus nonresident student (M ! 3.89, SD ! 2.45). We used a
difference score to measure strength of identification to allow for
conflicting or ambivalent identities.

For polarization projection, we added to the previously de-
scribed model strength of identification and its interaction with

Self Extremity, neither of which were significant (both ts $ 1).
The effect of Self Extremity was essentially unchanged (% ! .51),
t(23) ! 2.39, p ! .025. For simple projection, we added to the
previously described model strength of identification and its inter-
action with Self Attitude, neither of which were significant (both
ts $ 1). The effect of Self Attitude was slightly reduced (% ! .31),
t(23) ! 1.25, ns.

Attitudinal process projection. Participants projected per-
ceptions of their own attitudinal process onto other students, rep-
licating Study 2. We calculated both between-persons and within-
person correlations, as we did in Study 2. As seen in the last
column of Table 3, participants’ perceptions of how much they
engaged in attitudinal processes were positively correlated with
their estimates of how much other students engaged in the same
attitudinal processes. We also calculated, for each participant, the
correlation between ratings of how much the participant engaged
in the four processes and how much the participant estimated other
CU-Boulder students engaged in the four processes. The average
of these within-participant correlations was significantly positive
(average r ! .27), t(24) ! 2.34, p ! .028.7 People thus assumed
that others engaged in similar attitudinal processes as themselves.

Participants tended to perceive themselves, compared with other
students, as somewhat less influenced by self-interest, t(27) !
1.89, p ! .07, and more influenced by a sense of fairness, t(27) !
2.68, p ! .012 (see Table 3). These mean differences probably
reflect people’s tendency to see themselves as engaging in rela-
tively more favorable attitudinal processes than others (Pronin et
al., 2004; Pronin, Lin, & Ross, 2002). Participants thus projected
onto others the processes that they perceived as influencing their

6 In a subsequent analysis, there was a significant effect of participant
sex, t(23) ! 2.83, p ! .009, reflecting that males perceived more polar-
ization than did females. Participant sex did not interact with attitude
extremity, however, t $ 1. The effect of polarization projection remained
significant and essentially unchanged (% ! .58), t(23) ! 3.43, p ! .002.

7 The analyses excluded two participants for whom there was zero
variance either in perceptions of their own attitudinal processes or in
perceptions of others’ attitudinal processes. Resulting N ! 25.

Figure 4. Standardized partial regression coefficients from simultaneous
regressions estimating participants’ perception of Other Students’ Mean
Attitude and estimating Other Students’ Polarization from participants’
Self Attitude and Self Extremity, controlling for participants’ residency
status. For presentational ease, the association between Self Attitude and
Self Extremity are not presented. NARP ! Nonresident Attraction and
Retention Program.
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own attitude toward NARP, even as they perceived themselves as
engaging in relatively more favorable attitudinal processes.

Discussion

These results conceptually replicate the central findings of Stud-
ies 1 and 2, but in a more tightly controlled laboratory setting, with
naturally occurring partisan groups and with a novel issue. Partic-
ipants were confronted with a fictional partisan issue regarding the
allocation of resources to naturally occurring groups of resident
and nonresident students at a large public university. Their atti-
tudes toward the policy were based on their identification as
resident and nonresident students. The more polarized their atti-
tudes, the more they perceived polarization in the distribution of
attitudes among other students, independent of simple projection.
Participants also tended to socially project their own attitudes
toward the policy when estimating the distribution of other stu-
dents’ attitudes toward the issue, independent of polarization pro-
jection. Although the effect of simple projection was of a moderate
size, it was not statistically significant, which we attribute to the
study’s relatively small sample size. Importantly, neither partici-
pants’ perceptions of polarization nor their perceptions of mean
support were independently predicted by their strength of identi-
fication. Finally, consistent with our thesis that polarization pro-
jection is associated with process projection, participants assumed
that others engage in similar attitudinal processes as themselves
when reasoning about partisan issues.

Study 4:
Introspection Increases Polarization Projection

Our idea is that people exhibit polarization projection partly
because they assume others’ political minds work in similar ways
as their own. We next sought more direct evidence for this expla-
nation of polarization projection by experimentally manipulating
the accessibility of people’s perceptions of their own attitudinal
processes. Our approach was to establish a “causal chain” across
studies (Spencer, Zanna, & Fong, 2005). Studies 1 and 3 demon-
strated polarization projection, an association between people’s

attitude extremity and perceptions of polarization. Studies 2 and 3
demonstrated process projection, which we hypothesize explains
polarization projection. In Study 4, we sought to moderate polar-
ization projection by experimentally manipulating process projec-
tion. Polarization projection should be larger when process pro-
jection is stronger.

In a replication of Study 3, we told public university students
about the NARP policy. We asked some people to introspect about
the processes underlying their own attitudes toward NARP. We
reasoned that introspection, like other forms of self-focus (Fenig-
stein & Abrams, 1993), should increase the accessibility of peo-
ple’s perceptions of these processes. Our central prediction was
that experimentally manipulated introspection would increase po-
larization projection. Specifically, people who read about potential
attitudinal processes and described the processes underlying their
attitudes toward NARP should exhibit a stronger association be-
tween their attitude extremity and their perceived polarization
compared with people who did not describe the processes under-
lying their attitudes toward NARP.

We also predicted that introspection would increase simple
projection, the association between people’s own attitude toward
NARP, and their perception of others’ mean attitude. As men-
tioned earlier, both polarization projection and simple projection
may be partly attributable to process projection. This possibility
implies that increasing the accessibility of self-perceived attitudi-
nal processes should increase simple projection, just as it should
increase polarization projection.

Method

One hundred one undergraduate students at CU-Boulder (60
women) participated in exchange for course credit. The procedure
was similar to Study 3. Participants learned about the fictional
NARP policy and were asked to provide open-ended descriptions
of and to report their attitude toward NARP (1 ! strongly favor,
2 ! somewhat favor, 3 ! neither favor nor oppose, 4 ! somewhat
oppose, 5 ! strongly oppose).

Before estimating the distribution of other CU-Boulder stu-
dents’ attitudes, participants were randomly assigned to the intro-
spection or control conditions. Participants in the introspection
condition were asked to describe the processes that led them to
hold their attitude, “how you came to hold [your] particular
stance.” They were asked about various processes: “What factors,
different thought processes, and experiences might have caused
you to hold your stance? Did you consider if the proposal was in
your self-interest? Did you engage in careful and extensive
thought? Do you think your upbringing and values influence your
position? Does your position on the proposal engage your sense of
fairness?” This manipulation increased the accessibility of partic-
ipants’ perceptions of attitudinal processes by describing processes
that are known to influence attitude extremity (self-interest, exten-
sive thought, upbringing and values, and fairness) and by asking
people to introspect about their use of these processes. Participants
in the control condition did not answer these questions.

Participants then estimated the distribution of other CU-Boulder
students’ attitudes toward NARP. (Participants had previously
learned to use the histogram with evaluation of President Barack
Obama as a training topic, as in Study 3.) As a measure of
participants’ strength of identification, participants were asked

Table 3
Participants’ Ratings of How Much Four Different Attitudinal
Processes Influenced Their Own Attitudes Toward the
Nonresident Attraction and Retention Program, Their Ratings of
How Much Those Four Processes Influenced Other Students’
Attitudes, and the Correlations Between Those Two Ratings

Attitudinal process

Target

r

Self Other Students

M SD M SD

Extensive thought 4.39 1.69 4.43 1.53 .48!

Sense of fairness 5.64a 1.37 5.04b 1.40 .26
Self-interest 5.18 1.85 5.89 1.37 .63!

Emotion 4.04 1.93 4.46 1.62 .55!

Note. Means with different subscripts within a row are significantly
different, p $ .05.
! p $ .05.
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how much (1 ! not very strongly, 7 ! extremely strongly) they
identified with being a resident student, and, separately, how much
they identified with being a nonresident student at CU-Boulder.
After providing demographic information and answering several
questions not directly related to the present analyses, participants
were thanked and debriefed.

Results

Manipulation check. Resident and nonresident students had
somewhat partisan attitudes toward NARP. Resident students’
attitudes toward NARP were less favorable (n ! 62, M ! 3.90,
SD ! 1.22) than were nonresident students’ attitudes (n ! 39,
M ! 2.13, SD ! 1.42), t(99) ! 6.67, p $ .001. Resident and
nonresident students did not, however, differ in their attitude
extremity, relative to the scale midpoint (M resident ! 1.39, M
nonresident ! 1.54), t(99) ! 1.22, ns. The introspection manipu-
lation did not influence mean-level perceptions of polarization
(calculated as in Study 3, M ! 1.44, SD ! 0.18), perceptions of
others’ mean attitude (calculated as in Study 3, M ! 3.24, SD !
0.42), or participants’ strength of identification (all ts $ 1.29, ns).

Introspection, polarization projection, and simple projec-
tion. To test our central prediction that introspection would
increase polarization projection and simple projection, we con-
ducted two simultaneous regressions. We estimated participants’
perceptions of Other Students’ Polarization and participants’ per-
ceptions of Other Students’ Mean from: participants’ attitude (Self
Attitude, mean centered); participants’ attitude extremity (Self
Extremity, mean centered); introspection condition (Introspection;
–1 ! control, #1 ! introspection); the Self Attitude " Introspec-
tion interaction; the Self Extremity " Introspection interaction;
Residency status (nonresident ! –1, resident ! #1); and the
Introspection " Residency interaction.

As predicted, participants who introspected about their own
attitudinal processes exhibited more polarization projection than
did participants in the control condition. Self Extremity signifi-
cantly predicted Other Students’ Polarization (% ! .38), t(93) !
3.93, p $ .001, replicating polarization projection. More impor-
tant, the Self Extremity " Introspection interaction was significant
(% ! .23), t(93) ! 2.36, p ! .021. Polarization projection was
significantly greater in the introspection condition (% ! .61) than
in the control condition (% ! .15; see Figure 5).

Introspection also increased simple projection. Self Attitude
significantly predicted Other Students’ Mean Attitude (% ! .42),
t(93) ! 3.81, p $ .001, demonstrating simple projection. More
important, the Self Attitude " Introspection interaction was sig-
nificant (% ! .23), t(93) ! 2.04, p ! .044. Simple projection was
significantly greater in the introspection condition (% ! .65) than
in the control condition (% ! .20; see Figure 5).8

Partisan identification. The effects of introspection on po-
larization projection and simple projection were independent of
strength of identification. We calculated strength of identification
as the absolute value of the difference between participants’ iden-
tification as a resident student minus their identification as a
nonresident student, as in Study 3 (M ! 4.33, SD ! 1.98). For
polarization projection, we added to the relevant model strength of
identification, the Identification " Introspection interaction, the
Identification " Self Extremity interaction, and the Identifica-
tion " Introspection " Self Extremity interaction. Self Extremity

(% ! .36), t(89) ! 3.55, p ! .001, and the Introspection " Self
Extremity interaction (% ! .24), t(89) ! 2.40, p ! .018, remained
significant. Neither Identification, t(89) ! 1.21, ns, nor the Iden-
tification " Self Extremity interaction (t $ 1), nor the Identifica-
tion " Introspection interaction (t $ 1) was significant. The
Identification " Self Extremity " Introspection interaction was
significantly negative (% ! –.24), t(89) ! –2.19, p ! .031,
reflecting that the introspection manipulation increased polariza-
tion projection less among participants with stronger partisan
identification than among participants with weaker identification.

For simple projection, we added to the relevant model described
earlier strength of identification, the Identification " Introspection
interaction, the Identification " Self Attitude interaction, and the
Identification " Introspection " Self Attitude interaction. Self
Attitude (% ! .46), t(89) ! 3.92, p $ .001, and the Introspection "
Self Attitude interaction (% ! .26), t(89) ! 2.22, p ! .029,
remained significant. Neither Identification nor the Identifica-
tion " Self Attitude, nor the Identification " Introspection inter-
actions was significant (ts $ 1). Analogous to the model of
polarization projection, the Identification " Self Attitude " Intro-
spection interaction was negative (% ! –.20), t(89) ! –1.98, p !
.051, indicating that the introspection manipulation increased sim-

8 In the model predicting Others’ Mean Attitude, there was an unantic-
ipated Introspection " Residency interaction (% ! –.23), t(93) ! 1.97, p !
.052; none of the other effects were significant (all ts $ 1.49, all ns). In
subsequent analyses that included additional interaction terms, none of the
interactions involving participants’ residency status were significant when
predicting participants’ perceived polarization or participants’ perceived
mean (ts $ 1.15, all ns).

Figure 5. The standardized partial regression coefficients, separately, for the
control and introspection conditions. These standardized estimates were cal-
culated from the raw slopes using the pooled between-group standard devia-
tions. Also included in the model, but not displayed in the figure, are the mean
effects of Introspection, participants’ Residency, the Introspection " Resi-
dency interaction, and the associations between Self Attitude and Self Extrem-
ity. NARP ! Nonresident Attraction and Retention Program.
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ple projection to a lesser extent among participants with stronger
identification than with weaker identification.

We speculate that the three-way interactions in these models
reflect the fact that perceptions of attitudinal processes toward
NARP are highly accessible among those participants who more
strongly identify as a resident or nonresident student. The intro-
spection manipulation therefore has a diminished effect among
these individuals. In any event, the central observation is that the
predicted two-way interactions—between Introspection and Self
Extremity for polarization projection, and between Introspection
and Self Attitude for simple projection—remained significant
when strength of identification and its relevant interactions were
included in the models. The simultaneous, independent effects of
polarization projection, simple projection, and their exacerbation
by introspection were again not attributable to participants’
strength of identification as a resident versus nonresident.

Discussion

These results indicate that introspection about the processes
underlying one’s partisan attitudes increased both polarization
projection and simple projection. Introspection increased the rela-
tionship between people’s own attitude extremity and their per-
ception of polarized attitudes among others (polarization projec-
tion). And introspection increased the relationship between
people’s own attitude and their perception of the mean attitude
among others (simple projection). Because introspection increases
the accessibility of people’s perceptions of their own attitudinal
processes, these results provide more direct evidence that assumed
similarity of attitudinal processes contributes to polarization pro-
jection and to simple projection.

General Discussion

Perceptions of political polarization can serve as a “call to
action,” increasing the likelihood of civic action (Bendor,
Deirmier, & Ting, 2003; Cox & Munger, 1989; Riker & Orde-
shook, 1968). We found in our Study 1, for example, that respon-
dents in a nationally representative sample of Americans were
more likely to vote in a presidential election to the extent they
perceived Americans as polarized. This effect was independent of
respondents’ attitude extremity and partisanship. That perceptions
of political polarization are predictive of civic action highlight the
importance of understanding what predicts perceived polarization.

We found evidence for a psychological phenomenon of polar-
ization projection. People project the extremity of their own par-
tisan attitudes onto others such that those with more extreme
attitudes perceive greater polarization than do those with less
extreme attitudes. We introduced a novel procedure to measure
people’s perceptions of the distribution of partisan attitudes in a
population. Using this unobtrusive methodology, which does not
explicitly call for reflection of how “polarized” the population is or
for separate ratings of partisan group attitudes, we obtained evi-
dence for polarization projection in a nationally representative
sample that evaluated candidates Obama and McCain before the
2008 Presidential election (Study 1). We replicated this polariza-
tion projection in more controlled laboratory studies with samples
of university undergraduates evaluating a hypothetical policy that
would divide resources among state residents and nonresidents

(Studies 3 and 4). This pattern of polarization projection occurred
independently of and simultaneously with simple projection, the
tendency for people to project their partisan attitudes onto others.

We explained polarization projection by suggesting that people
project onto others the processes that they perceive underlie their
own attitudes. In contexts in which the distribution of attitudes in
the population is obviously divided, this process projection implies
that the extremity of others’ attitudes, on both sides of a partisan
issue, is similar to one’s own attitude extremity. We found both
correlational and experimental support for this explanation. People
who reflected on various attitudinal processes, such as extensive
thought and emotionality, underlying their own attitudes projected
perceptions of these processes onto others (Studies 2 and 3).
Following an experimental manipulation of the accessibility of
perceptions of one’s own attitudinal processes, which involved
asking some people to introspect on those processes, polarization
projection was significantly increased (Study 4). The process pro-
jection explanation may also explain many instances of social
projection, as implied by the fact that the introspection manipula-
tion also increased simple projection (Study 4).

Our studies demonstrate that polarization projection is indepen-
dent of the strength of people’s partisan identification. To be sure,
in the context of the 2008 presidential election, people who more
strongly identified with either the Democratic or Republican party
perceived greater polarization compared with people with weaker
partisan identification (Study 1). Independent of the effect of
partisan identification, however, individuals whose support for
either Obama or McCain was relatively extreme perceived Amer-
icans as more polarized compared with individuals whose support
was less extreme. Attitude extremity and strength of partisan
identification thus independently and simultaneously influence
perceived political polarization.

Questions for Future Research

The present results raise for future research at least four ques-
tions regarding the moderators and mediators of polarization pro-
jection. First, how much does attitude extremity influence per-
ceived polarization, and how much do perceptions of polarization
influence attitude extremity? Perceptions of political polarization
may be somewhat self-fulfilling. Individuals who see more polar-
ization may themselves become polarized through such processes
as “choosing sides” and conforming to perceived group norms
(Prentice & Miller, 1996; Shamir & Shamir, 1997; Van Boven,
2000). Our focus, in contrast, has been on how one’s own attitude
extremity can influence perceived polarization. We are confident
that the present results demonstrate that attitude extremity influ-
ences polarization projection. In Study 4, attitude extremity was
measured before the introspection manipulation, which increased
polarization projection but did not increase perceived polarization.

We nevertheless suspect that attitude extremity and perceived
polarization often have a reciprocal relationship. This relationship
between actual extremity and perceptions of polarization may be
particularly strong for those who see the political parties as ho-
mogeneous, agentic groups, and may be particularly acute during
periods of uncertainty and threat (Huber et al., 2012; Sherman et
al., 2009). Of course the same kind of reciprocal relationship may
also hold for simple projection: The relationship between one’s
own attitude and perceptions of others’ mean attitude derives both
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from the projection of one’s own attitude as well as from the
assimilative influences of others’ mean attitude. An important task
for future research will be to examine these reciprocal influences.

Second, might individual differences contribute to polarization
projection? It may be that individuals with more extreme attitudes
have integratively simplistic cognitive styles (Sidanius, 1985,
1988; Tetlock, 1986; Tetlock, Armor, & Pterson, 1994) that cause
them to see attitude distributions as more simplistic, polarized, and
“black and white” (or “Red and Blue,” in this case). We are
skeptical that individual differences in cognitive style explain the
totality of the present results. Simple versus complex cognitive
styles do not readily explain the process projection demonstrated
in Studies 2 and 3 or the introspection manipulation in Study 4.
Although simplistic cognitive styles may well explain partly why
some people have more extreme attitudes than others, they are
unlikely to explain why people project attitude extremity onto
others. We suspect that cognitive styles primarily influence atti-
tude extremity, which then influences perceived polarization, pos-
sibly because people project their cognitive styles onto others. That
is, people with more simplistic cognitive styles may hold relatively
extreme attitudes, assume that others’ cognitive styles are rela-
tively simplistic, and therefore perceive that others’ attitudes are
relatively extreme.

Third, what are the boundaries on polarization projection? We
suspect that polarization projection will emerge in domains in
which populations can be grouped according to the direction of
bipolar attitudes. Political partisanship in the American context
exemplifies such a domain because the population is largely
grouped into partisans who have directionally different attitudes.
Nearly everyone recognizes that Americans’ attitudes toward
prominent presidential candidates are divided primarily between
Democrats and Republicans. The same could be said of other
nonpolitical domains. Polarization projection might even emerge
for simple preference questions that can be aligned on a bipolar
dimension, such as whether the American East Coast or West
Coast contributes more favorably to American culture. Individuals
might assume that Easterners and Westerners would respond dif-
ferently, and the extremity of individuals’ own opinion might be
associated with perceived polarization in attitudes toward the
American cultural divide.

There also may be political issues on which there is no clear,
underlying partisan divide, such as whether to support subsidies
for midwestern corn farmers. Because the partisan alignment is
less clear on such issues, we would not necessarily expect polar-
ization projection. There may also be political contexts with mul-
tidimensional partisanship, for example, European multiparty sys-
tems. In these cases, people might exhibit polarization projection
along multiple dimensions. People with more extreme stances on
a particular dimension (e.g., support for increased environmental
protection) might expect other groups to exhibit extreme support
on the dimension most relevant to that group (e.g., opposition to
Euro monetary policy). Questions about when and where polar-
ization projection emerges will be fruitful for future research.

Finally, given that perceptions of political polarization are mul-
tiply determined, what shapes the relative importance of different
determinants? By way of example, self-categorization implies that
people perceive distinctions between political ingroups and out-
groups to the degree that they personally identify with the ingroup
and are motivated to accentuate group differences (Huber et al.,

2012; Mackie, 1986; Mullen et al., 1992; Turner et al., 1987;
Westfall et al., 2012). The influence of personal partisan identifi-
cation is different from the influence of attitude extremity; the
results of Study 1 indicate that both identification and attitude
extremity are associated with perceived polarization. We suspect
that partisan identification may be relatively more strongly asso-
ciated with perceived polarization in those contexts in which
partisan identities are particularly salient.

Relatedly, naı̈ve realism implies that people perceive politi-
cal polarization partly because they expect others to engage in
more biased, self-interested, less objective processing than the
self (Pronin, Puccio, & Ross, 2002; Robinson et al., 1995;
Sherman et al., 2003). Although polarization projection and
naı̈ve realism are independent, there may be some contexts that
naturally elicit one process more than the other. One idea is that
the framing of questions can highlight different processes
(Schwarz, 1999). In our studies, participants estimated the
distribution of partisan attitudes in superordinate groups (e.g.,
“What is the distribution of Americans’ attitudes?”), whereas
participants in previous studies estimated the typical response
of specific subordinate partisan groups (e.g., “What is the
typical Republican attitude?”). The former, superordinate fram-
ing may elicit processes grounded in perceived similarities
more than partisan subordinate framing, which may elicit pro-
cesses grounded in perceived differences.

Broader Implications

The present results have important theoretical and practical
implications. The underlying ideas presented here, that polariza-
tion projection arises from assumed similarities in the way partisan
minds work, echoes developmental and social psychological the-
ories of perspective taking (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Van Boven &
Loewenstein, 2005a, 2005b) and mind perception (Epley & Waytz,
2009). Such theories describe the development and nature of
people’s mental models of how the mind works, models that allow
people to make estimates about others’ reactions to different
situations (Goldman, 1992; Gopnik, 1993; Gopnik & Wellman,
1994; Karniol, 2003; Stich & Nichols, 1992). Intuitive understand-
ing of how the (political) mind works, in addition to understanding
the mind’s (political) contents, is a powerful, versatile tool for
social perception that goes beyond the simple assumption that
other people think and feel what people themselves think and feel.
Projecting a mental model of generative attitudinal processes, as
opposed to a mental representation of others’ attitudinal stances,
allows people to estimate the outputs (i.e., political attitudes) of
those who have different attitudinal inputs (e.g., backgrounds,
information, and interests).

The present results also have implications for intergroup polit-
ical behavior. As highlighted by our study of a nationally repre-
sentative sample of potential voters, the perception of polarization
is associated with stronger intentions to vote in the 2008 presiden-
tial election, beyond the extremity of people’s personal preference
for one candidate over another. These results suggest that the
extremity of people’s own political attitudes influences civic be-
havior (i.e., behavior) both directly and indirectly, through their
influence on perceived polarization.
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Conclusion

We believe that the present results shed light on an important
source of political rancor and conflict. Those who are extreme with
strong partisan identification are most likely to perceive polariza-
tion. By perceiving greater polarization, individuals with extreme
attitudes may see partisan others as stereotypic caricatures of the
Democrats and Republicans, Liberals and Conservatives. If those
with extreme attitudes are also more likely to be politically active,
their perception of a polarized, stereotypic partisan landscape may
lead them to adopt confrontational and defensive partisan behav-
ior. Such aggressive politicking on the part of partisan extremists
may explain why they seem to live in a different political reality.
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